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U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  D U R H A M

TEACHING & LEARNING COMMITTEE,
FACULTY OF SCIENCE SUB-COMMITTEE COMMITTEE

25 April 2001

A meeting of the Teaching and Learning Committee Faculty of Science Sub-Committee was
held at 9.30am on Wednesday 25 April 2001 in the Council Room, Old Shire Hall.

Present: Dr K J Orford (Dean and Chairman), Dr M J Eacott, Dr D J Robson, Dr E J F Ross,
Mr B M Hodgson, Dr A R Selby, Dr P J Atkins, Dr I MacPhee, Prof R Abram, Ms G
Campling, Mr M J Alexander, Ms C Hyde-Wesson, with Mr M P Andrews (in attendance).

M I N U T E S

1. MINUTES

Confirmed: the Minutes of the previous meeting, held on 14 February 2001.

(Document TLC SSC/00/40 filed with the minutes)

Reported: that the Minutes of the above meeting had been considered by TLC, at its
meeting held on 20 March 2001.

2. FOOT & MOUTH OUTBREAK

Received: the document ‘Guidelines on Changes to Undergraduate Fieldwork Modules
in Relation to the Foot and Mouth Outbreak’.

(Document TLC SSC/00/41 filed with the minutes)

Noted: that the main aims of the guidelines were to protect the learning outcomes of
students and prevent student appeals on the basis of their being disadvantaged.

3. REPORTS FROM THE TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE

(a) Minute 82 (c): Membership of Faculty TLC Sub-Committees

Reported: the extension of the definition of membership to Management
Committees of Combined Honours such that membership be defined as
‘normally academic or academic related staff currently making a significant
contribution to teaching. Cases for exceptional appointments should be made to
the Dean’.

(b) Minute 86: QAA Code of Practice on External Examining – Report Forms

Received: the revised form for external examiners and the guidelines for the final
overview report for use in respect of undergraduate and taught programmes with
effect from October 2002.

(Document TLC SSC/00/42 filed with the minutes)

Reported: that Senate had approved the above report form and guidelines.
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(c) Minute 87: QAA Code of Practice on Assessment

Reported: that TLC strongly affirmed the University policy that late submission
of assessed work attract a mark of zero.

(d) Minute 88: Annual Programme Review

Reported: that, with minor amendments to the guidelines recommended by TLC,
the Annual Programme Review for use in the annual review of 2000/01 and
thereafter for both undergraduate and taught postgraduate programmes have been
approved by Senate.

(e) Minute 96: Part-Time Provision

Received: a document from the Academic Registrar outlining the restructuring
and, in particular, the mainstreaming of the administration of part-time degree
programmes.

(Document TLC SSC/00/43 filed with the minutes)

Noted: that part-time provision also included courses at sub-degree level.

(f) Minute 105: QAA Reviews 2002/03

Received: TLC Minute 105 detailing the progress made in discussion with QAA
regarding QAA reviews from January 2002.

(Document TLC SSC/00/44 filed with the minutes)

Noted: that the main Subject Review Facilitators would be Beatrice Ollerenshaw
and Matthew Andrews.

(g) Minute 108 (a): Quality Assurance of Assessment

To receive:

(i) Minute 108 (a) from TLC showing the discussion concerning the Quality
Assurance of Assessment document, including the issues raised by
external examiners and by the Visitor;

(Document TLC SSC/00/45 filed with the minutes)

(ii) the revised document for use as the basis for departmental policies coming
to Faculty TLC in the autumn.

(Document TLC SSC/00/46 filed with the minutes)

Noted:

(i) that the document aimed to prescribe only those elements which were
necessary to maintain security against bias;

(ii) that there was a difference between a specialist second-marker and
moderation by a ‘well informed’ lay person but that it was possible for a
second marker to make intelligent comments without being a specialist;

(iii) that anonymity and blind-marking prevented useful information being
used as part of the assessment process.  It was considered very difficult to
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see how any account could be taken of special cases while maintaining
anonymous marking.  It was possible to feed in special known
circumstances anonymously but impossible to feed in anecdotal special
circumstances.  A supervisor’s specific knowledge of a student and their
work should not be discounted;

(iv) that some departments reported that they had employed anonymous
classification and, despite initial resistance, had grown to appreciate the
system;

(v) that it would appear that any discussion of marks which affected a
student’s progress in the University, preliminary and second year marks,
ought to be anonymous;

(vi) that it would be exceptionally difficult to provide feedback on summative
work without being able to write on the work: it would be less meaningful
for students, cumbersome and highly time consuming – a department
would have thousands of associated proforma;

(vii) that the difference between anonymous classification of degrees and fixing
module marks was not clear.  It was asked whether module marks could be
worked out publicly and then degrees anonymously;

(viii) that many of the people who would have had their marks raised on the
basis of informal knowledge would not now receive this treatment;

(ix) that there was concern that paragraphs 2.4 and 3.4 of the document
contradicted each other and that paragraph 2.4 should include the
additional words, ‘alternative process as approved by Faculty TLC’;

(x) that, referring to paragraph 2.4(c), Computer Science students selected a
title from a list, annulling this procedure.  The procedure would only work
in a system where the student proposed a title.  In addition, paragraph
2.4(c) did not appear to fit in this part of the document;

(xi) that in paragraph 4.1 the word ‘may’ should be replaced with ‘must’;

(xii) that departments needed to provide their own response to this document
detailing how they were to implement its recommendations;

(xiii) that the committee agreed that departments must develop their own policy
and maintain anonymous classification.

(h) Minute 109: University Policy on Quality Assurance

Reported: that no changes had been made to the document which had been
forwarded to Senate.

(i) Minute 110: QAA Methodology from January 2002 – Observation of Meetings
of Boards of Examiners

Received: Protocol For the Observation of Meetings of Boards of Examiners by
QAA Reviewers from January 2002.

(Document TLC SSC/00/47 filed with the minutes)
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(j) Minute 118: Admissions Advisory Group

Received: the document on pre-application open-days and related TLC Minute
118.

(Document TLC SSC/00/48 filed with the minutes)

Considered: the above document and minute from TLC.

Noted:

(i) that the huge logistical exercise involved in a University-wide open day
made this option almost impossible, given Durham’s size;

(ii) that open days were also there to help students make the right choice, not
just as a marketing or recruitment tool;

(iii) that some departments within the Faculty of Science had been operating
successful departmental pre-application open days for some time.
Physics/Chemistry open days had worked very well with approximately
200 students visiting;

(iv) that there was no real evidence that holding pre-application open days
would reduce attendance at post-application open days, especially as
students would want to see their College;

(v) that pre-application open days may follow the same pattern as post-
application open days;

(vi) that the Faculty favoured departmental open days with encouraged co-
operation between departments.

(k) Minute 120: Information Technology Generic Skills Course

Received: a copy of TLC Minute 120 containing TLC’s detailed comments
regarding the Board of Management of ITGS’s proposal to withdraw the
Certificate course with effect from October 2002.

(Document TLC SSC/00/49 filed with the minutes)

Noted: that the ITGS will be withdrawn because of a rapid decrease in numbers.

(l) Minute 121: Representation of Natural Sciences

Reported: that all Boards of Studies/SMBs were required to include at least one
student from the Natural Sciences programmes on their Staff-Student
Consultative Committee. This would be a minimum requirement of one
representative for however many programmes the department contributes to but
Boards of Studies/SMBs could choose to have separate representatives for each
programme to which it contributed if it so wished.

4. REPORT FROM THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE FOR THE DEGREE OF
BSc IN NATURAL SCIENCES

To receive: a report from the meeting held on 14 March 2001;

(Document TLC SSC/00/50 filed with the minutes)
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Agreed: that the Terms of Reference for the Management Committee for the Degree of
BSc in Natural Sciences should be amended as detailed in the attached document.

5. INTRODUCTION OF NEW DEGREE PROGRAMMES

Reported: that the following degree programmes have been approved to take effect
from October 2001:

BEng in Engineering;

MSci Named Route Within Natural Sciences.

6. CHANGES TO SPECIAL REGULATIONS OF DEGREE PROGRAMMES

Reported: that the special regulations for the following degree programmes have been
revised with effect from October 2001:

MEng in Engineering;

BSc in Natural Sciences;

BSc in Biomedical Sciences;

BSc programmes within Environmental Studies;

BSc programmes within Computer Science;

Foundation Year programmes;

BSc programmes within Biological Sciences;

MSci in Mathematics and Physics

7. REPORT OF ACTION TAKEN BY THE DEAN AND DEPUTY DEAN

Received: a report of action taken by the Dean and Deputy Dean, acting on behalf of
the TLC Faculty of Science Sub-Committee since its last meeting.

(Document TLC SSC/00/51 filed with the minutes)

8. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS

Reported: that the next meeting of the Committee will be held at 2.15pm on 18 October
2001.


